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LOCAL TRANSPORT IN TOKAMAKS WITH OHMIC AND INJECTION HEATING

G. Becker
Max- Planck- Institut fUr Plasmaphysik
EURATOM Association, D-8046 Garching
Abstract: The anomalous electron heat diffusivity Xe is investigated by a
power scan of the injection heating and by the time evolution of L (low
confinement) discharges. It is shown that deviations from the ohmic scaling
occur if the non-ohmic electron heating locally exceeds the ohmic power
density. The change in scaling is attributed to the injection heating with
its different dependence on the plasma parameters rather than to other
instabilities or 6aturation effects. Constraints on Xe are deri ved from the
electron and ion energy equat ions and the shape of the measured electron
temperature profiles . For small injection power complex Xe scalings result
which cannot be represented by superposing the ohmic and L scalings.
Introduction: As reliable microinstability-based diffusivities are not
available at present for tokamaks with ohmic and auxiliary heating, preference is given to empirical scalings determined by means of transport modelling of many series of discharges. The flux - surface - averaged elect ron heat
diffusivity Xe and the diffusion coefficient D exhibit a scaling in injection-heated plasmas which greatly differs from that with ohmic heating
/1- 4/ . It was demonstrated that the ohmic transpor t scaling is not a universal plasma quality which is independent of the heating method . One possible
explanation for the different scaling is that neutral injection changes the
transport mechanism, i.e. the underlying instabilities and/or satura tion
effects . There might exist a threshold parameter which distinguishes between
the confinement regimes. Another possibility is that the transport mechanism
itself remains unchanged and the Xe scaling is modified by the injection
heating with its different variation with the plasma parameters. These
questions will be pursued by studying the transition between ohmic and L
transport and by following the time evolution of L discharges /5/. The paper
deals with the anomalous transport in the ohmic , L and intermediate regimes.
Results from transport computations (with the BALDUR code /6 , 7/) are used.
Constraints on Xe with ohmic and inject i on heating: The steady-state electron and ion energy equations and measured Te profile shapes are used to derive constraints for the electron heat diffusivity . In the stationary ohmic
and neutral-beam-heated phases of ASDEX characteristic shapes of Te(r) are
observed . This is illustrated by Fig . 1 , which shows an example of the time
evolution of the electr on temperature profile in an L discharge with an injection period of 4CO ms and an absorbed beam power Pabs • 2 . 0 ~~ . As can be
seen, a Gaussian shape i s found during the stationary ohmic pha se . After the
beginning of neutral injection (t 0 n = 1.1 2 s) , the Te profile changes to an
approximately triangular shape which is then maintained during the whole injection period . The 'confinement zone' (hatched in Fig . 1) is definedbyrqaJ <
r < 0 . 9a, where the plasma radius a is equal to the separatrix radius of 4Ucm.
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Neglec ting the ion hea t conducti on, the steady-state electron and ion energy
equations yield
( 1)

with njt2 = Et jt · The powe r density of the ASDEX neutral injec t ion system
can be approximated by Pb(r) • ab/r with ab = Pabs/(4n2 R0 a ) and major
r adius R0 • After i ntegration it fo l lows that
Xe( r ) =

[~Et

Wi th Pb

=

4n

Bp(r) +ab) n.( r)-

(2)

0 and Te(r) = Te(O) exp(-ar2/a2) one obtain s the constraint
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(3)

Te(0)(1-r/a) yield t he cons traint
(4)

Comparing the cons traints s hows that the Xe scalings depend on the heating
method and its •tariation with the plasma pa r ameters . Neut ral in j ec.t:ion does
not introduce a Bp(r) dependence in cont rast to njt2· Owing to j " ( r ) Te (r)3/2 the ohmic heating a nd electron temperature profil es are s tongly
c oupled , whereas Pb( r) depends on the target density and i n j e c t ion energy .
It is obvi ous from Eq . (2) that the t r ansport in the i nte rmedia t e range
cannot s imply be r epresented by s uperposing the ohmic and L scalings , but
that rather compl ex, mixed Xc scalings occur . ThP. hP."m hP,.r tng modi Hes t he
ohmic contribution by changing Et and the Te profile shape and the ohmic
hea t ing modifies t he beam contribut ion .
Transition between ohmic and L transport: The confinement in the intermediate range between OH and L scaling is s tudied by simulating a se r i es of
discha r ges at n = 2 . 5 x 1013 cm-3, lp = 380 kA, Zeff • 1.5 and PoH = 0.52 ~M
with various injection powers . Fi gure 2 shows the i ncrease of the e l ectron
heat diffusivity with rising a bsorbed beam power . Obviously, at sma l l Pabs
equal t o 0 . 3 and 0 . 6 ~ the Xe values clearly exceed the ohmic res ult
(cr oss ) in t he middle of the confinement zone at r = 2a/3. This explains the
observed dec r ease of the global ener gy confinement time TE /2/ . The Xe
profiles wi th ohmic heating and Pabs = 0 . 6' MW are presented in Fig . 3 .
Special a t tention is paid to the local ratio of the injection and ohmic
heating power densities. Resul ts f or various absorbed beam powers are shown
in Fig. 4. It is obvious that Pb/(nj t 2) ~ 0 . 3, where the influence of beam
hea ting should become important , is already exceeded with Pabs = 0 . 3 ~ . As
s hown above , the corres ponding Xe and TE are indeed found to deviate from
the ohmic scaling. With Pabs = 0.6 and 0 . 9 ~ . ne utral in jection becomes
dominant in the confinement zone . This expl ai ns the obse rved fas t t r ansition
of TE to the L scal i ng . For Pabs ~ 1.2 ~M t he beam power density is large
compa r ed with n j t2 , which agrees with the essentially pure L confinement
found . The powe~ scan s hows that the t ransition to the L regime correlates
with the ratio ?b/(n jt2) , Both the deviation from the ohmi c scaling and the
approach to the L confinement occur at power density ratios which agree with
the expected values . Acco r ding to t he electron energy equation , injection
power s of this level perturb the ohmic state . The associated change i n
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confinement suggests that the Xe scaling responds to the auxiliary heating .
The fact tha t the coupling between the ohmic heating profile and Te(r) is
broken up with neutral injection should play an important role. A.s the
smallest injection power sca r cely modifies the plasma parameters , such as
density and temperature gradients and poloidal beta, a transition to other
instabilities and/or saturation effects, i.e . to a different transport
mechanism, is very unlikel y.
Transport behaviour after neutral injection: A. characteristic time development of the diffusivities Xe and D in L discharges was found by means of
transport simulations /1 , 2/ . It was shown that t he L phase persists for
about 100 ms after the end of injection . As the slowing-down time of the
fast beam ions is only about 10 ms , the injection power rapidly decays. It
is thus concluded that the L transport does not require the presence of
injection heat ing, beam fue lling and direct ion heating . Simulation& of many
L discharges revealed that the phase with the ion-electron energy transfer
rate Pie > 0 also lasts for a time span of about 100 ms, which suggests that
the L phase is maintained by non-ohmic electron heating.
The t ime development of the electron temperature profiles measured after
injection is shown in Fig . 5. Although the beam power is negligibly small,
the Gaussian-shaped Te profiles typical of the ohmic phase are only reached
after about 80 ms. The central steepening of the profiles results from the
electron heating due to Pie• which is largest in the plasma centre. Profiles
of Pie/(njt2) after neutral injection which were determined by simulating
the L dischar ge with Pabs • 2.1 MW in Fi gs. 2 and 4 are presented in Fig . 6.
The absorbed beam power is negligibly small a t t-t 0 ff = 43 ms , so that the
only non-ohmic heating is due t o Pie. Owing to Pie a transport scaling
different from t he ohmic one shoul d t hus persist in a considerable fraction
of th e plasma cross- sec t ion. Cl ose to the e nd of the L phace, hovevcr, the

ratio of the power densities has become so small that the scaling becomes
almost purely ohmic . It is concluded that deviations from the ohmic scaling
occur if the non-ohmic electron heating (due to neutral injection or ionelec tron energy transfer) locally exceeds the ohmic power density.
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Fig. 5 : As in Fi g. I, but after the end
of neutral injection (toff= 1.52 s) .
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